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CORPORATIONS—WHAT CONSTITUTES DOING BUSINESS—TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION—In normal times, each year brings with it an extension of the activities of corporations into states other than those of their creation, and as incident thereto, State Courts are called upon to consider and to establish judicially the rights and liabilities of these “outsiders” under an ever-increasing variety of circumstances. Particularly is this so in New York and other centers of commercial activity. Naturally the impracticable theory, once held by the courts, that a corporation could exist only in the state of its creation has been abandoned, and we now find that, in New York, foreign corporations are permitted to use our markets and to resort to our courts upon compliance with specified conditions, that such corporations may acquire property, may be taxed, and, within certain limitations, be sued in our courts. In this discussion, we shall limit ourselves to a consideration of the State Courts’ personal jurisdiction over foreign corporations.

For many years, our courts followed the rule laid down in Pope v. Terre Haute Car & Mfg. Co., and held that service of a summons on a proper representative of a corporation was sufficient to give the court jurisdiction despite the facts that the corporation was not doing business in the State, had no property here and that the person served was here on personal business, presumably upon the theory that notice to a proper representative would reach the corporation because of the relation he bore it.

From the beginning, the Federal Courts held a contrary view. Matters stood in this way until the Supreme Court, in the case of Riverside & Dan River Cotton Mills v. Menefee, declared “that it is indubitably established that the courts of one State may not without violating the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, render a judgment against a corporation organized under the laws of another State, where such corporation has not come into such State for the purpose of doing business * * * and that the mere fact that an
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officer of a corporation may temporarily be in the State or even permanently reside therein, if not there for the purpose of transacting business for the corporation * * * affords no basis for acquiring jurisdiction."

The New York Courts yielded to the binding force of this decision in the case of Bagdon v. Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.,8 and later, in Robert Dollar Co. v. Canadian Car & Foundry Co.,9 definitely changed the New York rule by declaring the Code provision10 for service upon foreign corporations constitutional only when applied to corporations engaged in business here. There now arose a question with which the courts had not previously been concerned, i.e., what constituted the doing of business within the State sufficient to warrant the service of a summons upon a foreign corporation.

In the first case11 decided by it under these circumstances, the Court of Appeals in a very sound opinion, pointed out a distinction to be observed between cases where registration and taxation statutes were involved and those where the question of the service of process was raised. As to the extent of business necessary in these cases, the Court said, "All that is requisite is that enough be done to enable us to say that the corporation is here. If it is here it may be served."12 The Court further stated that the fact that the defendant corporation was engaged in interstate commerce was immaterial where the question involved was the proper service of process. The unavoidable broadness of the rule laid down by the Court has permitted our State Courts in later cases to justify under it decisions in all directions.13

Now let us examine what has been judicially declared to be "doing business" by the State and Federal Courts, with some reference to the decisions of other jurisdictions.

Isolated Transactions—As a general rule, the performance of a single act will not constitute doing business. Service on the president of a corporation, temporarily in New York for the sole purpose of settling a claim for the wrongful death of plaintiff's decedent was set aside.14 Service on an agent of a foreign corporation in the State for the sole
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purpose of voting the corporation’s stock at a meeting of a domestic corporation was held invalid. In like manner, service on the president of a foreign corporation who was in New York negotiating a mortgage on corporate property and having an issue of bonds secured by this mortgage listed on the Stock Exchange was set aside. An apparent exception is a case where the execution and delivery of a single bond by a foreign surety company to secure the performance of a contract to be executed within the state was held to be doing business, but there was involved in this case a state statute operative only under special circumstances. In a recent New York case, plaintiff showed that defendant’s sales manager had made one sale of lumber here and that defendant’s stock was being sold through a resident fiscal agent; here service was held invalid. In a previous New York case, the defendant corporation’s contention that there was no continuity of business led the Court to say that where, because of the magnitude of isolated transactions, a corporation saw fit to maintain a soliciting agent in New York, business was being done.

Maintenance of An Office—The maintenance of an office in the State does not, of itself, constitute doing business, nor is the appearance of a corporation’s name on an office door or in the telephone or trade directory, in itself, sufficient. The fact that the defendant corporation pays rent and offices’ expenses in the first instance is not conclusive but when coupled with other activities, the courts have found that business was being done. In a rather recent New York case, the defendant corporation’s agent had a desk in Grand Central Palace and its letterhead described this as “New York Office,” but the agent had no power to close contracts, extend credit or make collections. The Court, with one dissenting, held the corporation amenable to process. Later, in the same Department, the Court held defendant to be doing business when process was served on a person named in the “Official Railway Guide” as an
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official. Defendant had a freight agent in New York, who solicited business and kept shippers posted as to the progress of goods and, further, the Executive Committee often met in New York.\textsuperscript{24} Another Department held that business was being done, where the Chairman, who was in active charge of financial matters, had an office here, that the Board of Directors met here and that inspectors to handle crude rubber imports were here.\textsuperscript{25} But in a very recent case, the Court set aside service upon a Louisiana corporation which maintained a buyer here, listed his office as its New York office and sent buyers here from time to time.\textsuperscript{26} The dissenting opinion is based upon the previously cited New York cases, while the prevailing opinion seems to follow the Federal rule that a course of buying does not constitute doing business,\textsuperscript{27} as opposed to the New York rule that a continuous course of buying \textit{is} doing business.\textsuperscript{28}

\textit{Solicitation}—The Federal Courts have held that solicitation of orders does not constitute doing business,\textsuperscript{29} but make a distinction where the solicitors have power to accept payments or in any way bind the corporation by their acts.\textsuperscript{30} The leading State case\textsuperscript{31} on the matter held that continuous solicitations by a force which had headquarters in the state maintained by the corporation, made the corporation amenable to process. The cases hold that advertising a business is not an introduction of it into a state.\textsuperscript{32}

\textit{Trade Expositions}—The Court of Appeals has held that service on a corporation's agent at an automobile show was invalid, this agent maintaining his office at his own expense and not having authority to bind the corporation.\textsuperscript{33} The Court did not refer in this case to a previous Appellate Division case where a corporation was held to be doing business at a
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toy-makers fair where its agents had space, distributed catalogs and took orders to be forwarded to the home office for approval. In a later case where a similar situation arose, the Appellate Division in the same Department followed the Court of Appeals.

Miscellaneous—The maintenance of an office for the settlement of claims against a railroad is doing business, but not the sale of a through ticket by a connecting carrier. Furnishing electric power to residents of a state is doing business. The ownership of land, the payment of taxes thereon, and the ownership of shares in domestic corporations do not constitute doing business; nor do the selling of goods by mail to purchasers with the state, nor the bringing of a car of a foreign railroad corporation into the state by others than its servants. Among those acts which will not subject corporations to liability are included the transfer of its stock, the payment of dividends, interest and bonds, and the transaction of business through a subsidiary domestic corporation, the identity of which is preserved.

The Federal Courts hold that valid service cannot be had on a corporation which has ceased doing business in the state, but it has been held in New York that in an action based on business done in the State, service is valid although the corporation was not entering into any new contracts but was withdrawing from the State.

At the conclusion of our discussion something in the way of summarization and analysis is naturally expected, but we find ourselves unable to determine what acts a corporation may perform without subjecting itself to the jurisdiction of our Courts. This is due largely to the very nature of the subject and in part to the confusion brought about by divergent decisions of Courts in cases where the facts are practically analogous.

V. J. K.
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